The Lioness Principle™

TRANSFORMATIONAL TRAINER’S WORKSHOP
Stop The Boredom! Transform Yourself, Your Results, Your Income, and Your Personal Joy
Katherine Eitel Belt proudly presents a course unlike any you’ve ever taken! If you are tired of the way
training has been done for the last 50 years, join her and an intimate group of your fellow managers and
trainers from around the country for a hands-on workshop that will change your professional life (and
your clients and employees lives) forever! Using The Lioness Principle, Katherine demonstrates how the
life of a cub depends on the Lioness’s ability to teach skills that it will need to be successful and
independent of her – very much like our employees and clients depend on us for the skills they need to
be successful.

What can we learn from the Lioness approach? It’s a jungle out there!
Katherine Eitel-Belt is one of the nation’s leading experts on leadership communication and engaged training skills.
From her experience as a hands-on trainer for thousands of people over 20 years, she will take us through the jungle of
effective training skills and show us how adult learners makes real and lasting change. She’ll share lessons on teaching,
coaching, and team management that will fundamentally impact the way you teach important information; create real
learning, consistency, accountability; and guide your employees or clients toward their ultimate potential.
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You will also:

Teach it so they really, really get it!
Train for independence and elevate self-esteem
Be the manager that employees want to follow
Increase competence and accountability
Adapt material for one-on-one coaching, group trainings,
remote/online formats, employee orientations
Put the fun back into learning without looking silly!
Read your participants level of understanding
“Chunk” your material into bite-size pieces
Know what to throw out and what to keep
Gain “buy in” and reward involvement
Choose creative learning environments & room dynamics
Create effective handouts and training materials
Skillfully handle difficult or resistant participants
Sell this new way of training to clients & raise your fees
Love your job as a manager or trainer like never before!

This course will change your training, consulting, lecturing and your
life.” Linda Miles, Founder/Director, Speaking Consulting Network
“This is the secret ingredient, the missing piece I’ve been looking for
and never could find. I have never had so much fun learning!”
Larry Guzzardo, Georgia consultant
“The cost of this course was minimal, the value was exceptional, and

the natural high I experienced going home packed with new ideas,
hope and friends was PRICELESS!” Donna Rosebush, MI consultant
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Rework 1-2 modules of your own content utilizing a
Transformation Training Formula
Receive a Transformational Trainer’s Tool Kit with master
forms and over 50 student review exercises and testing
components that you can use immediately
Get a comprehensive “Where to Go” Resource Guide with
websites and ordering information for all training tools
Receive a Transformational Trainer designation
Have more fun, laughs, and “Aha’s!” than the law allows!

“As a recently promoted Practice Administrator for a large group
practice, I knew what needed to get done but not how to train and
motivate my team to do it. This workshop taught me how and our
results have been nothing short of phenomenal! ” Shelly Casey, San
Diego Practice Administrator

“I left the course and went directly to a client office where I used the
Transformational Training tools. It was a huge success! The team
said it was their best training yet!” Vicki Sanco, OK consultant

Early bird rate $1,200 ends Jun 30 ($1,500 regularly)

Register now: http://ttw1fall2017.eventzilla.net/ (Payment plans available)

